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Abstract

The inclusive annihilation of aaiiprotons oc ueuienum is csucui^iea vv::..i:i a three-^ocy

nwdet. At very low aotipcouui energies {Ep < 2.2.l/eV'),strucluw is ouacrveti ia the energy

spectra of xw^gifg protons at forward angles. The theory can be easily ex:ecded to "ali-.er

antiproton energies.



In a rear;.: paper. i.a;:* u u Taacyi; «üscuâseti llie aucicar quasi-bouiu* states oi .V.V.\"

systems aac .i&sesâeà :aeir importance ua antiirocieon-nucieus dynamics, in particular, the

reicvaace o; ti^ee-uoUy eifccu was emphasised in counectiou with the theoretical possibility

;ha; some .Y-aucieus quasi-bouuú states oouãd be of suificieutiy «nail decay wluth to be

observable3'. Latu. and Tandy icvesiigated the reievance of an explicit three-body ccscrip-

üoc of the .V.Y.V syssecx using the Faddeev equations uid coocenirated their attention on

l ie purely aucear quasi-bound states. No attempt w » made to calculate scaiiering ob-

servabies wiiica may be of great usportaoce in assessâsg the effect of .V.V correlaiions in

.V-sucieus «ca;;enng.

The purpose of the present paper is to develop an exact three-body descriptioa of the

aaiiprotoa-áeu:eroa inclusive anaibilatioa process in the proton or neutron final channel,

sameiy.

when X and Y represent anything. In developing the theory for the inclusive cross sec-

tion of (1), we rely heavily on recent theoretical development of nuclear inclusive break-up

reactions3'. For the purpose of completeness, we present below the derivation of the cross-

section.

We use a iiocraativistic description of the three-body N system and denote the Hamil-

:oaian by H

H-T-TUH-VHTV,* (2)

where T is the kiaetic energy operator, t*̂ » is the p—n optical potential, Uy, the p-p optical

poteatiai aac Yyn :he (real; p — n pcential. The aatiproton-aucieor. optical poteniials have

an ioagiaary ?ir; ;o ;ake mto account the flux lost to annihilation.

Within '-z<t three-body formaiisni, we can write the matrix element containing an asymp-

totic proton is :ze Hnal state w

where -ve iiave úenote by f ail aatiprotoa-oeuiron final suces, inclueing those in which they



have auuiuiiatec. We can tàeu immediately wnic the inciu&ivc proiou v.:o»-acc'-.ioa

(4)

where £?(£/) is the protoo (asiiproton-neutron) Snai energy, £ is the inicial energy, p\£p} is

the proton density of states and v$ 'a the initial velocity of the antiproioc in the lab system.

We aow identify the sum over p—n final with the imaginary party o£ the p— n propagator

to obtain

Standard two-body manipulation* now permit us to rewrite ImG^ as

imG* = (1 + CU &Í)/m<7o*.(l -r U^ G*) -r C^W^G^ (6)

where

is the imaginary part of the antiproton-nentron optical potential. The fin; term in equation

(€) describes scattering in which both the antiproton and neutron continue to exist in the

final state.

The second term describes the fax lost from the incoming channel which, here corresponds

solely to annihilation. We can thus identify the inclusive antiproton-neu:ron annihilation

cross-section with the contribution of this term to the inclusive pcotoc cross-sectioc. We

Have

As the entrance channel is that of the aatiproton and deuteron the exaxt three-body

wave function satisfies the homogeneous Lippmaun-Schwinger equation

We can thus reduce the expression Cor the antiprotou-neutron «umihiiatioc cross section

to



A similar exp:e»;or. oan o« w£::vcá .or luc ::.CIÚ9>VC UCUUOÍ. ctu»> section «iuc u> proton

The iu:r. of :ie :wo auuiiiilauou cross sections obviously satisfies the optical theorem for

:áe joey system. 43 «umiuiiauou .3 ;^e only mechauism tor tlux absorpiivm iviudi culcrv In

this respec;. we remiad the reader :&at the breakup channel is contained in lhe three body

formaiiim and thus uoes aot aosora ãux.

We note that l ie formai expression obtained for the cross-section is very similar to

that obtained for the heavy toa breaitup-fusion ooe.3) The difference between the two is

limited :o the plane wave states here instead of the distorted waves obtaioed :n the break-up

fusion expression. This is entirely reasonable, however, as, after annihilation. ;here is simply

cocking leit :o distort the anal sia:e wave fuctioa of the remaining uucicoii.

la tiie foiiowiug, we will me our formalism to perform a schematic calculation of :iie

inclusive proton cross section due to the antiproton-aeuuon annihilation. For this purpose,

we will employ :he suapie s-wave one term separable potentials used by Laita and Tandy'"

and solve the inhomogeneous Faddeev equations corresponding to the antiproton-deuteron

entrance channel to obtain the exact three body wave function.

We use :ne kerael subtration method of ref. 4 to solve the integral equations numerically

and restrict our attention to energies below the deuteron breakup threshold to avoid the

numérica* compactions which :áe breakup channel introduces. As in Latta and Tandy, we

negiec: ;ae Coulomb interactioa.

After lengthy bu: straigotforward algebraic manipulations, we obtain for the double

differential cross section.

where *• is the relative momentum of the initial aniiproton, q is the relative rr.omc;i:u:n of

- '.he snal cuceoa and \\>'[$ is the aooiáilatioa screngat in tne channel in which the annihilated

pair have isospic / asd 5. The amplitudes are obtained as the overlap between the nuclcon-

aociprotos separable potential fern factor and the exact three body wave function.

where s denotes the :otai channel spin. 1/2 or 3/2.



The wave function uormaiUaiion is detercuueu by tae entrance a.aai.o. where :

wave function is nonnaiizea to unity while line aaúproum píauc **ave .i uormalizeci -o

In figure 1 we present our numerical results for tbe anglc-iulegraicti prouw

at two antiproton lab energies beiow the dcuieron breakup lWres.ioid. 1 and 3 MeY. Tl.e

protoo relative center-of-mass energy [£? = Zjiq2 was varied from zero u> 20 MeV. T-e

angular distribution of the emitted proton is shown in fig. 2 at three proton relative ce&ter-

of-mass energies, 1, 9 and 1? MeV, for an incident p lab energy of 3 MeV. The back-

angle enhancement of the cross-section is a dear indication of the spectator nature o: the

emitted proton. Further, there is a clear structure at small angies i notice that small acgle

in the present context represents large momentum transfer!) observable in the energy range

Ep ~ 10 — YIMtV . In order to exhibit this structure more cleariy. we present in fig. 3a x e

proton spectra at three fixed angles, 0*,20* and 40*. We see a cicar núniniuin au«i a Uu:i:p

at 0" {Eff* = ZMeV). This bump seems to be very sensitive to the binding energy o: :'z*

target as indicated in fig. 3b.

Tbe above feature of the proton spectrum seems to be a genuine three-body effect scd

it centainly merits further investigation. We believe that this effect may also be presec: la

antiproton-nucleus scattering at iow energies. We have calculated ;ne aaguiar distributioa

of the protons at higher energies (100 MeV) as weil (fixing the aatiprotou energy at 3 MeV'.

At these higher energies, the distribution become more aud more symmetrical about 00"*

indicating the complete loss of memory of the incident direction.

Finally a word about the formalism empioysi in the present work. Although we con-

centrated our discussion at very low antiprotou energies where an «xact treataient oi :ae

three-body problem is required, at higher energies, a more convenient way of calculating ize

cross section would proceed through a OWBA treatment of the inciüeut chaaucl. Anliproiou

nuclear (including deuteron) optical potentials are available for this propose.

Further, corrections to the DWBA indusiw annihilation cross-iection OLI be genera:eu

in a "ample and consistent way using the method deveiopec in Ref. 3c and 3c.
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Figure Caption

1. Angle integrated proton spectra as a ftuciktt of tiie proton ceiaiive center of mass energy.

Full line is for £J~ = 3 JtfeV. Remits for *g- ace showed by aasied line for £*•* =

3 .VeV and the c m » for Ej^ = l MeV

2. Angular distributions of Utespecutocproioa^iheproUmrelaMveceiuexoiiiusscsergy

of 1 MeV, 9 MeV and 17 MeV at Ej~ m 3 MeV.

3. Energy spectxa. of the spectator procoaibr E]f* = 3 MeV. The iuil line is fix flf», the

dashed line 20* and the dotted line for 40^. In the O K (a) tbedeuteron binding energy

is 2.22 MeV and in case (b), 4.4 MeV.
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